
MAXIMIZING CAPACITY - FRAC SAND BUCKET ELEVATORS
Frac sand production has increased seven-fold in the past decade, according to the United States Geological Survey, due to a 
surge in hydraulic fracturing operations by the petroleum industry across the country.  The sand is used to prop open fractures in 
the bedrock, allowing oil and natural gas to flow past.  For the transportation and storage of large volumes of frac sand, heavy duty 
high capacity bucket elevators are required. 
4B Components has helped bucket elevator manufacturers design more cost-effective machines through the use of highly efficient 
and reliable components such as industrial low profile elevator buckets and low-stretch steel web belting. 
4B Low Profile Seamless Steel Buckets are available in Super Starco™ (SPS) and Starco™ Jumbo (SJ) models. SPS buckets are 
pressed out of 11 gauge steel and are available in sizes up to 20 x 8.  SJ buckets are pressed out of 8 gauge steel and have 10 
inch projections for higher capacity requirements.  When compared to alternative industrial bucket styles like AA and AC, 4B SPS 
and SJ buckets are designed to be more closely spaced and discharge at higher speeds, allowing them to achieve high capacities 
in smaller elevator casings therefore reducing total system cost. 
4B Steel Web Belts are ideal for tall frac sand bucket elevators that require belting with low-stretch, high strength, high abrasion 
resistance and positive tracking characteristics.
Bucket elevator A is an example of a high performance bucket elevator system designed by 4B Engineers that is currently 
operating in one of the largest trans-load frac sand facilities in the United States.  Design alternative B shows how this system 
could easily be upgraded to handle nearly 30% more frac sand.  
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Design Capacity 800 ton/hr. - Frac Sand 95 lbs./cu.ft. 1,100 ton/hr. - Frac Sand 95 lbs./cu.ft.

Discharge Height 152 ft. 152 ft.

Crowned Pulleys 42” dia. x 42” wide 48” dia. x 42” wide

Belt Speed 415 ft/min 450 ft/min

Belting 4B Steel Web Core Belt 4B Steel Web Core Belt

Splice 4B Braime Clamp (BC4) 4B Braime Clamp (BC4)

Buckets 4B Super Starco™ Steel - 7.5” Spacing 4B Starco™ Jumbo Steel - 8.5” Spacing

Bucket Capacity 470 cu. in. (Water Level Capacity) 641 cu. in (Water Level Capacity)

Motor 250 HP 300 HP

Bucket Elevator A Design Alternative B

BC4 Fastener 
& Steel Web 
Core Belt

Double Row 4B 
Super Starco™ 
Steel Buckets 
on 7.5” Spacing

For more information on 4B’s high performance bucket elevator components, call 
309-698-5611 and speak with one of our sales engineers or email your questions 
to Roger Bruere at rbruere@go4b.com.
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EMPLOYEE PROFILE

I became part of the 4B team in June 2012 and 
I am thrilled about this new journey and learning 
experience.  Prior to joining 4B I was a Buyer with a 
company in the Industrial Engineering field. I possess 
a strong knowledge in several areas of manufacturing/
warehouse operations, sales, price negotiations, and 

customer service.  I look forward to applying these learned skills to each 
one of my job functions at 4B.

I was born in El Paso, TX but grew up in Mexico where my family resided. 
I moved to Peoria, IL the summer of 2002 along with my now teenage 
son.  During my spare time I love to cook, watch foreign films and 
documentaries. 

I look forward to growing with 4B and contributing to its success in the 
industry.

Yvonne de Santiago
Inside Sales - Material Handling Products

 
Jim Mawson - Our Friend & ColleagueIN MEMORIAM

I would like to pay tribute to Jim Mawson, our Senior Technical Manager, close colleague and 
personal friend, who died on 12th February.

Jim joined the company in July 1983 at the young age of 60 and surprised everyone but himself 
by working for the company 29 years.  Jim was instrumental in helping start 4B Components, 
our US subsidiary, and without his technical expertise, it would not have survived.  He gained 
world wide respect as an expert in the elevating and conveying of granular bulk materials, loved 
to help find solutions, and through doing so, gained many friends in our industry worldwide and 
made an enormous contribution to the growth of the company.

Jim always looked forward, ever innovative and forever seeking to redesign the Ark, sometimes 
to the angst of his colleagues, including me.

He was born in Otley at the foot of the Yorkshire Dales and although he spent much of his 
working life in Africa, he remained a Yorkshire man through and through, blunt,  to the point, but 
with a great sense of humour and quite irreplaceable.

He will be missed by business colleagues and the many friends he made across the world.

                                                                                                                           - Nicholas Braime 

Lottie Braime, Jim Mawson, Tor Hansson, Nicholas Braime

~ Taken at 4B USA’s 25th Anniversary, July 2009 ~

 
Grand OpeningCOMPANY NEWS

June 23, 2012 - 4B Components, the USA division of the 4B Group, 
celebrated the grand opening of our new state of the art facility in Morton 
Illinois.  In attendance were the group’s founding members from the UK, 
employees, customers and honored guests from the local community.  

CEO Nicholas Braime and 4B USA’s Senior Vice President Johnny Wheat 
started off the opening with a traditional ribbon cutting ceremony.  The 
celebration included a memorial tree dedication for Jim Mawson who 
passed away earlier this year.

“The company had been in East Peoria for more than 25 years, and we 
had outgrown the facility a few years ago. To keep up with demand the 
last few years, we had been operating with a number of satellite sites. 
This move will enable us to further improve our operating efficiencies 
and continue to provide the highest level of customer support that we are 
known for.” - Johnny Wheat 

Johnny Wheat and Nicholas Braime

 
Stop By Our Booth!2013 TRADE SHOWS

AFIA / IPE International Feed Expo
- January 29 - 31, Atlanta, GA

GEAPS Exchange
- February 23 - 26, Louisville, KY 

IEEE-IAS/PCA Cement Conference
- April 14 - 19, Orlando, FL

NGFA Country Elevator Conference
- December 8 - 10, St. Louis, MO

Ritchie-Smith Feeds is a privately owned feed manufacturing company providing high quality animal feed products to the Canadian Fraser Valley since its 
incorporation in 1968.

Richie-Smith’s Mill A was built and put into operation in 1970 and has seen many equipment design changes 
and upgrades since its commissioning.  In 1989, the GEAPS Exchange was held in Vancouver, BC where Dick 
Kobetz of Sunfield Engineering and Mike Van Tilburg, then mill manager for Ritchie-Smith Feeds approached 
Rick Fifer of 4B Components to discuss options for increasing leg capacity in Mill A.  4B was displaying many 
products at the show, including our line of elevator buckets.  One style that interested Mike was the GB steel 
bottomless bucket system. 

After careful study and consideration, 4B was able to provide Ritchie-Smith with a solution to increase leg 
capacity from 60 TPH of feed to 90 TPH.  This particular elevator leg was previously equipped with standard 
10” x 7” CC style steel buckets mounted on 8” bucket spacing, and was upgraded to 4B 9” x 6” GB style steel 
Bottomless buckets mounted on 3” bucket spacing.  The inlet was reconstructed and the outlet was altered to 
enable the high fat content feed to move cleanly through the discharge and spouting.  The leg bonnet profile had 
a flat portion on the up side rather than a continued compound curve, 4B recommended a steel deflector plate 
be installed to ensure the high volume of material being discharged would follow the 
balance of the curved bonnet and continue into the discharge throat and down into the 
spouting without falling down on top of the pulley.  To avoid material turbulence inside 
the boot section, and promote 100% bucket fill while decreasing drag and premature 
bucket wear, 4B recommended the installation of a curved boot liner.  The ratio of four 
open buckets to one bucket with a closed bottom was utilized in order to maximize 
capacity of the high fat content feed.  After completing all of 4B’s recommendations, the 
leg exceeded Ritchie Smith’s required 90 TPH requirements, and to this day continues 
to consistently reach 95 to 100 TPH.  

Ritchie Smith has continued to work with 4B on other leg upgrade projects.  The current 
mill manager, Leon Wamsteeker, has been on staff at Ritchie-Smith for over nine years 
and has worked closely with 4B on many of their project and equipment needs.  “We 
are 100% satisfied with 4B products and will continue to use their high quality products 
in the future, said Leon.” Terry Vitkay, mill maintenance Superintendent has been with Ritchie-Smith for over eighteen years and states, “We have come to 
appreciate using 4B’s elevator leg and conveyor design services, along with their materials handling and electronic products as well.  The 4B bottomless 
bucket systems have significantly increased our leg capacities, and we will continue to use this style of bucket in our mills.  I would recommend 4B products 
and services to other grain processing and feed manufacturing companies.”

Engineering Design Service:  Ritchie-Smith Feeds

Mill A -
Richie-Smith Feed 

Terry Vitkay,
Maintenance 
Superintendent
Richie-Smith Feed

 
New Testing Tools & ServicesSPARKY’S SHOCKERS

When was the last time that your plant’s hazard monitoring 
equipment was tested?  Did you do a true test that verified 
both the function of the sensor and the wiring of the alarm and 
shutdown circuitry?  Many controllers have internal “tests” that 
simulate what will happen when a sensor indicates an alarm.  
Unfortunately, this is not a true test because the controller is 

simply testing itself which is inherently invalid.  The only way to truly test your hazard 
monitoring devices is to create the alarm condition from the front end and verify that 
you receive the correct alarm and/or shutdown conditions associated with that alarm.

4B Now offers two unique devices that can 
be used as tools to perform these tests.  The 
SpeedMaster™ with Pulse Pilot is the only 
device that accurately tests the calibration of a 
speed switch, and allows testing of the alarm 
and shutdown features of the sensor while 
installed on the machine shaft.

The ADB Sensor Tester has been designed to 
test 4B adjustable depth bearing (ADB) style 

temperature sensors 
in the field. This hand 
held test unit features 
an integrated heating 
block specifically 
designed to have a 
4B ADB sensor directly inserted. With integral controls and 
temperature display, the unit heats the sensor to the desired 
trip point, and allows quick and easy real life testing of the 
sensor and temperature monitoring system.

In addition to our testing devices, the 4B Tech Team can 
provide an annual inspection where we will test and inspect 
all of your 4B Hazard monitoring sensors and controllers.  It 
is an extremely valuable service as a 3rd party inspecting 
your installation.  For more information, contact the 4B Tech 
Team at 309-698-5611 or email TechTeam@go4b.com.

Brian Knapp
Technical Manager - Electronics

ADB Bearing 
Sensor Tester

SpeedMaster™
Speed Switch 
Calibration & 

Testing Device


